Keratograph Settings for MOONLENS
Settings Tab → choose “General”

Select “Numeric Eccentricity” under “Shape Factor Presentation”

Select “Peripheral –mm Rings” under “Eccentricity Calculation Zone”

Select 7 mm Ring Diameter
Topo Overview – use Rf/Rs or K1/K2

- Rf: 8.22mm
- Rs: 7.68mm
- Rm: 7.55mm
- Kmax: 44.2D
- Pupil: 3.30mm
- Dcor: 11.84mm

- K1: 41.1D
- K2: 44.0D
- Km: 42.5D
- x: -0.10mm
- x: -0.24mm
- x: -0.48mm
Topo Overview – use ecc.h and ecc.v